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3dmark cloud gate benchmark

Good for testing laptops!. *Part of 3DMark. \udb40\udc21. Pretty and quick little test you can enjoy running smoothly.. Is this a
re-brand of the Sling Shot benchmark. Looks familiar.. I have a fair few items in my library. Some I have played, a lot not even
installed. So from now on I will install, and play each item for at least an hour.

These will be my first impressions not full on reviews as an hour is not a great deal of time. So please keep this in mind. Also
keep in mind these are MY impressions I do not expect you all to agree so don\u2019t shoot me.

For me 3DMark is a good little program for checking what your pc can do. That\u2019s it to be honest. Yes when it\u2019s
checking your GPU the videos are great to watch, but once you watched once well you seen it.

The only reason I have over 3hrs on this, is that I left it running while I went out one day.

Do I recommend this hmm tough choice. If you tinker often with your GPU setting etc. than yes it\u2019s a nice looking
program. If you\u2019re not and you just want to see what your GPU can do then no. You will use 2 or 3 times and then like me
you\u2019re happy with your settings that\u2019s it.

So if you can get this at a heavy reduced cost, then get it. If not they are plenty not so pretty programs out there, that do the
same job for free.
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